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A passion for “la petite reine” for several generations. 

Philippe Van Eekhout and Jean-Luc Moerman started GUEPARD to make their dream a reality: to create 
unique bicycles leaving absolutely nothing to chance.

Every GUEPARD bike is made to measure in a traditional workshop in Belgium. The GUEPARD workshops 
has been visited by plenty of famous names already, including Gerrie Knetemann, Hennie Kuiper, Peeters 
Ludo Janssen, Jan and Nico Emonds and Ernesto Colnago.

Every new GUEPARD is worked on with incredible attention to detail by Philippe Van Eekhout, the vital link 
between the customer and the workshop. From the feasibility study through to personalising the bike, not 
forgetting quality control, nothing is left to chance. A peddler in every sense of the word, Philippe tracks 
down the rarest genuine, high-tech parts both in Belgium and further afield.

A GUEPARD bicycle is designed and put together by Jan, who combines sophistication, lightness and 
quality for every single creation. A former racing cyclist, Jan has won many trophies throughout his career.

The GUEPARD’s markings are done by hand, directly on the frame, making each piece totally unique. This 
final touch is added by Jean-Luc Moerman, a Belgian artist who used to race fixed-gear bikes in New York 
in the 1990s. His personal collection of track bikes is pretty impressive.

Get your hands on your own new ride in 3 easy steps.

1) Establish a relationship with someone you can trust: at GUEPARD you deal directly with the brand’s 
cofounder, Philippe Van Eekhout. He is dying to share his passion for bikes with you and will help you come 
up with your very own made-to-measure GUEPARD.

2) Create your very own rare species: your GUEPARD is a unique bicycle, tailored to your body, your 
demands, and above all, your desires. Lovingly sculpted by a master craftsman, your GUEPARD is put 
together with incredible skill in a traditional workshop by an expert who knows his craft inside out.

Most of the parts used to create your GUEPARD are original Vintage parts in perfect condition or never 
used.

To add an additional stamp of individuality, the marking for your GUEPARD is also unique, hand-painted by 
artist Jean-Luc Moerman. It means that your steed will really stand out from the pack, and transforms 
every bike into a work of art.

3) Tame the beast: your GUEPARD is ready to be trained. Once we’ve delivered it to you we’ll make the final 
adjustments to make sure you can get the most out of your new GUEPARD.
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The 20 series.

The 20 series is a GUEPARD collection with just 20 unique editions.

Each bike in this series is 100% made-to-measure: the dimensions of the frame, the silhouette, the 
colours, the parts and the markings are all totally unique.

All of the parts used in this series are authentic vintage parts that have never been used before.There are 
only 7 GUEPARDs left in this series

Informations.

Philippe Van Eekhout, 0032 475 25 93 97 — David Werbrouck, 0032 478 70 27 39
info@guepard.be

GUEPARD’s links.
http://guepard.be

facebook : http://goo.gl/Umplj

twitter: http://twitter.com/guepard_bicycle

Jean-Luc Moerman : http://jean-luc-moerman.be
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See you.
http://guepard.be — info@guepard.be


